The M1028 canister cartridge provides United States Army and Marine Corps M1A1/A2 Abrams with a quick-response, highly lethal, direct fire capability to defeat tactical threats while operating in an urban environment. The canister cartridge is used to clear enemy dismounts, break up hasty ambush sites in urban areas, clear defiles, stop infantry attacks and counter-attacks, and support friendly infantry assaults by providing cover-by-fire.

Additionally, the M1028 reduces the chances for collateral damage associated with high explosive multi-purpose rounds when used in urban terrain and close combat.

120mm Anti-Personnel Canister Cartridge
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For information contact: Orbital ATK Armament Systems
4700 Nathan Lane
Plymouth, MN  55442
Tel: 763-744-5312
email: ArmamentSystems.BDev@atk.com

Capabilities:
- Enhances the shock effect and firepower of tanks operating in counter-insurgency fights and operations in urban terrain
- Lethal against personnel and soft targets where machineguns are not effective
- Effective at breaching walls and destroying point targets at close range
- Compatible with main battle tanks using 120mm guns

Characteristics:
- Cartridge length 780mm
- Propellant type JA2
- Propellant weight 7.2 kg
- Payload (tungsten balls) 1,100
- Payload weight 11 kg
- Range 500 m